4. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a novel optoelectronic system
with image encoding technique for invariant color pattern recognition based on the nonzero order joint transform correlation.
Compared to multi-channel JTC in the joint input plane, the
proposed IEJTC is easier and the system is smaller since three
color channels of input image can be reduced to a single channel.
For real-time processing, the joint input plane is displayed on the
LCSLMs. In the tests, the algorithm is robust to in-plane rotation
and noisy target images. It is expected that the proposed method is
promising in color image recognition. To sum up, the overall
performance is good in our system.
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ABSTRACT: Inexpensive, efﬁcient, and electrically-small antenna designs are presented, which are based on a two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial-inspired structure driven by an electrically-small rectangular
semiloop antenna that is coaxially-fed through a ﬁnite PEC ground
plane. Measured reﬂection coefﬁcients showed a very good agreement
with the simulated data, where the measured resonant frequency is only
0.5% different from the numerically predicted value. The proposed 2D
antenna systems are linearly scalable with frequency, and predicted radiation characteristics of the antenna systems at 300, 430, and 1580
MHz are reported. © 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt
Technol Lett 49: 1669 –1673, 2007; Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com). DOI 10.1002/mop.22542
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1. INTRODUCTION

An inexpensive, easy to build, efﬁcient, and electrically-small
antenna system that is naturally impedance matched to a source
and is scalable to a wide range of frequencies without any compromise in its performance would be ideal for the new generation
of wireless communications and sensor networks. The desired
antenna performance requirements, however, are contradictory
when standard electrically-small antenna designs are considered.
In particular, electrically-small electric dipole or magnetic loop
antennas are known to be inefﬁcient radiators when they are fed by
a 50 ⍀ source because they have a very small radiation resistance
with large reactance differences from this source and, hence are
very poorly matched to it.
Metamaterials (MTMs) are artiﬁcial materials that have engineered electromagnetic responses and that are not readily available
in nature. Recent theoretical and experimental studies have shown
that MTMs provide an alternate design methodology to improve
the performance characteristics of several radiating and scattering
systems [1]. These MTM-based antennas have been designed
using spherical shells conceptualized with idealized MTMs [2].
For instance, electrically-small electric dipole and magnetic loop
antennas radiating, respectively, in the presence of an electricallysmall isotropic, homogenous, and dispersive (lossless and lossy)
-negative (ENG) and a -negative (MNG) spherical shell(s) have
been proposed. They have been shown both theoretically and
numerically to produce efﬁcient electrically-small antenna systems
[2, 3].
This article reduces the earlier proposed three-dimensional EZ
antenna system [4] to a planar antenna design by introducing an
interdigitated capacitor. The 2D MTM-inspired element is designed to be resonantly driven by a rectangular semiloop antenna
fed through a ﬁnite-sized ground plane with a 50 ⍀ coax feedline.
It will be demonstrated that the resulting planar antenna system is
naturally matched to the source and, hence, is an efﬁcient radiator.
It will also be shown that it acts as a resonant electrically-small
magnetic dipole over a perfect electrically conducting (PEC)
ground plane. The performance of the reported antenna system was
simulated with Ansoft’s High Frequency Structure Simulator
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Figure 1 2D EZ antenna geometry and detailed speciﬁcations of each
design variable for the 10-ﬁnger design. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com]

(HFSS). Several of these 2D EZ antennas were fabricated, and the
experimental results were compared to the simulations.
2. DESIGNS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A three-dimensional (3D) EZ antenna system was presented previously in Ref 4. An efﬁcient, electrically-small antenna was
methodology designed that utilized a capacitive structure that was

resonantly driven by an electrically-small semicircular loop antenna, the loop being coaxially-fed through a ﬁnite PEC ground
plane. A capacitive element, which was a capacitively loaded loop
(CLL) extruded along the direction orthogonal to the loop, provided the means to match the entire antenna system to the feedline
and to tune its operating frequency.
The 2D planar version of the EZ antenna removes the third
dimension of the original design, by using instead, a planar interdigitated capacitor for the CLL element. The design speciﬁcations
of the proposed two-dimensional EZ antenna with its planar metamaterial-inspired matching/radiating element are illustrated in Figure 1 and are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The capacitor ﬁnger
number, ﬁnger length, gap, and spacing between the ﬁngers provide a tuning capability of the resonant frequency. The long and
closely spaced capacitor ﬁngers can be used to obtain lower
resonant frequencies. The region between the bottom interdigitated
capacitor ﬁnger and the ground plane captures the magnetic ﬂux
generated by the electrically-small semirectangular semiloop antenna that is driving it. The changes in time of this resonantly-large
magnetic ﬂux create induced currents on the CLL element, which
produces a capacitance across the interdigitated ﬁnger spacings
and gaps. The capacitance obtained from the induced currents is
sufﬁciently large to match both the inductance due to the current
path formed by the interdigitated CLL element and the copper
ground plane, and the inductance of the electrically-small rectangular semiloop antenna. The planar interdigitated CLL element is
a self-resonant reactive element that can be further matched to the
reactance part of the electrically-small coax-fed rectangular semiloop antenna to create a resonant RLC tank circuit. The length,
width, and height of the rectangular semiloop antenna also plays a
major role in our ability to tailor the resistance and reactance of the
radiating element to the 50 ⍀ coax feedline, thus achieving an
efﬁcient and electrically-small antenna system. In particular, a
larger rectangular semiloop antenna enhances the resonant coupling of the driving antenna to the 2D interdigitated CLL element
and thus, enhances the resulting radiation resistance and reactance
of the system. The length and height (ﬁnger number, ﬁnger length,
ﬁnger spacing, and ﬁnger gap) of the interdigitated CLL element
provides the major inductance (capacitance) of this 2D antenna
system. The width of the rectangular semiloop antenna contributes
some to the inductance, but its overall effect to the tuning of the
system is limited. The width of the rectangular semiloop, however,
impacts the conductor losses in the antenna system.
We elected to design the planar antenna on a dielectric substrate only for fabrication purposes. In fact, using a dielectric
substrate further introduces dielectric losses, which further decrease the overall efﬁciency of the antenna system. Moreover,
low-loss dielectric substrates would increase the cost of the design.
A planar EZ antenna based on a metal-only structure would
produce the optimum 2D design. The 2D EZ antennas designed

TABLE 1 2D EZ Antenna Resonant Frequency Speciﬁcations, Rectangular Loop Antenna Details, Number of Interdigitated
Capacitor Fingers, and Ground Plane Dimensions

Design
Design
Design
Design
a

1a
2
3
4

Design
Frequency
(MHz)

Antenna Length
Along x-Axis
(mm)

Antenna
Height Along
z-Axis (mm)

Antenna
Width
(mm)

Number of
Interdigitated
Capacitor Fingers

Ground Plane
(x ⫻ y)
(mm2)

300
430
430
1580

2
18
25
5

1.4
5.2
12
3

0.6
2.4
4
1

10
10
3
3

536⫻536
521⫻521
510⫻510
137⫻137

The copper conductivity value for this design was assumed to be 5.8E17 Simens/m.
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TABLE 2

Design
Design
Design
Design
a

1a
2
3
4

2D EZ Antenna Dimensions at 300, 430, and 1580 MHz
Height
Along z-Axis
(mm)

Length
along y-Axis
(mm)

Finger Length
Along x-Axis
(mm)

Finger Width
Along z-Axis
(mm)

Finger Gap
Along z-Axis
(mm)

Finger Spacing
Along z-Axis
(mm)

9.6
38
38
10

18
73
80
22

10.1
29.8
59.7
10.5

0.254
2.032
1.9
0.7

0.02
1.2192
2.7
0.15

0.02
1.2192
2.7
0.15

The copper conductivity value for this design was assumed to be 5.8E17 Simens/m.

here used Rogers 5880 DuroidTM with a 31 mil (0.787 mm) thick
substrate and a 0.5 oz. electrodeposited copper.
The HFSS model of the 2D EZ antenna consists of three
components: (a) a rectangular semiloop copper antenna connected
to a ﬁnite PEC ground plane and fed by a 50⍀ coaxial-cable, (b)
a predetermined number of interdigitated capacitor ﬁngers that are
uniformly positioned with the same gap and spacing across each
element and with its two main “arms” being connected to the ﬁnite
PEC ground plane, and (c) a vacuum radiation box that surrounds
the antenna system. The default HFSS electrical properties were
assigned for the copper, i.e.,  ⫽ 0,  ⫽ 0, and  ⫽ 5.8 ⫻ 10⫺8
S/m. The radiation box for each design was created using a
half-cube that is at least a /4 distance away from the capacitive
element per ANSOFT instructions, with the bottom face of the
cube being assigned as the ﬁnite PEC ground plane. This requirement also ﬁxes the size of the ground plane. Initial meshing was
applied on the rectangular semiloop and on the interdigitated CLL
element faces to improve the convergence of each simulation.
Tables 1 and 2 give the variable speciﬁcations of four different
planar EZ antenna designs at three different frequencies: 300, 430,
and 1580 MHz. Table 3 summarizes the HFSS predicted radiation
characteristics of these 2D antenna systems. The calculation details
of the computed radiated parameters were given in [4]. Design 1
was simulated using an extremely high conductivity metal and a
lossless dielectric substrate to mimic an ideal lossless structure,
and at 300 MHz it produced an overall efﬁciency of 99.7% with
ka ⫽ 0.085, agreeing with the theoretical 3D EZ antenna radiation
predictions [4]. The overall radiation efﬁciencies of the other 2D
antenna systems with realistic copper and dielectric parameters
depend on the electrical size of the antenna system. It decreases
from nearly 90% at the electrically-small antenna limit ka ⫽ 0.5 to
zero as the electrical size of the antenna system decreases. Design
2 was fabricated using a photolithography technique and was
mounted on a 0.8 mm thick copper ground plane as shown in
Figure 2(a). The simulated and measured S11 values of the fabricated Design 2 antenna system are given in Figure 2(b). The HFSS
simulation 2 results given in Figure 2(b) are the predicted S11
values using exactly the same design parameters and dimensions,
but with different convergence values from the HFSS simulation 1
results. The predicted resonance frequency of the antenna system
with the more converged HFSS simulations, 435.89 MHz, was
slightly above the original 430 MHz design value. The HFSS
TABLE 3

Design
Design
Design
Design

1
2
3
4

a

simulation 2 data were obtained after we measured the fabricated
structure and observed that the measured S11 values were somewhat different from the HFSS simulation 1 results. To explain the
possible differences between the simulated and measured results,
the HFSS simulations were rerun using more initial meshing on the
design to obtain a maximum ⌬S convergent value of 0.0005. The
⌬S convergent value was 0.003 for the HFSS simulation 1 results.
The measured S11 values showed a very good agreement with
HFSS simulation 2 data, where the resonant frequency is only
0.5% different from the measured value of 438.1 MHz.
The planar EZ antenna dimensions are linearly scalable to any
desired frequency, and this unique property can be seen from the
frequency and component dimension ratios of Designs 3 and 4.
The radiation efﬁciency comparisons of Designs 2 and 3 also show
that the copper losses signiﬁcantly impact the overall efﬁciency of
the 2D EZ antenna system. This occurs because the system is
highly resonant. Consequently, it is observed that an important
practical criterion is to design the antenna system using a minimum number of interdigitated capacitor ﬁngers to reduce the
copper losses and, thus, to enhance the overall efﬁciency. The
overall efﬁciencies of these electrically-small-limit systems are
high and slightly less than the 3D EZ antenna predictions in Ref 4.
Figure 3(a) shows the far-ﬁeld E- and H-ﬁeld patterns obtained
from Design 3 at 430.42 MHz. As these simulation results demonstrate, the 2D EZ antenna is acting like a magnetic dipole over
a PEC ground plane. Figure 3(b) shows the current vector plots
induced by the resonantly-large magnetic ﬂux on the 2D interdigitated CLL element of Design 3 at the resonant frequency. A
circulating current ﬂow on the 2D interdigitated CLL element is
clearly exhibited; this result supports the magnetic dipole over a
PEC ground plane characteristics exhibited by the patterns in
Figure 3(a).
Comparisons of the 2D and 3D EZ antenna systems reveal that
for the same design frequency, the 3D EZ antenna design is the
more efﬁcient choice between these two designs. The reduction of
the extruded CLL element in the 3D EZ antenna design to the
planar interdigitated CLL element in the 2D EZ antenna design
reduces the amount and magnitude of the current ﬂow on the CLL
element and, consequently, reduces the radiation efﬁciency. The
dielectric loss also contributes an increase of between 2% and 3%
to the total loss of the 2D EZ overall efﬁciency depending on the
frequency of operation.

Summary of the 2D EZ Antenna Radiation Characteristics at 300, 430, and 1580 MHz
Fresonant (MHz)

ka

FBWVSWR (%)

Q/QChu

AP (W)

RE (%)

OE (%)

D

309.557
430.02
430.42
1577.8

0.085
0.475
0.497
0.492

0.002
0.347
0.423
0.41

52.2
63.2
53.3
60.9

0.997
0.992
0.995
0.997

100
80.14
87.83
76.93

99.70
79.50
87.40
76.76

2.91
3.78
3.64
3.66

a

The copper conductivity value for this design was assumed to be 5.8E17 Simens/m.
ka, maximum electrical size of the antenna system; AP, accepted power; RE, radiation efﬁciency; OE, overall efﬁciency; and D, directivity.
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antenna is shown to be an attractive design because of its
electrically-small size, yet easy-to-build and high overall efﬁciency characteristics. Because it is a highly resonant structure,
the overall efﬁciency of the 2D antenna system depends on the
choice of its overall electrical size. The versions of the EZ
antenna system, whose sizes where near the electrically-small
limit, were shown to be the most efﬁcient. The conductor losses
of the highly electrically-small versions were shown to dominate their overall efﬁciency. Far-ﬁeld radiation and efﬁciency
measurements of the 2D EZ antenna are currently in progress.
In addition, a 2D EZ antenna design using a high-Q lumped
element capacitor replacing the interdigitated capacitor ﬁngers
has been modeled, fabricated, and tested. This lumped element
version has proven to be a competitive alternative to the model
presented here and will be reported elsewhere.

Figure 2 (a) Fabricated 2D EZ antenna, Design 2, mounted on a copper
ground plane, and (b) corresponding HFSS predicted and measured S11
values. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com]

We are currently investigating whether or not the structures
that were designed to produce the capacitance in the current 2D
and 3D designs can be replaced with lumped element capacitors
to improve their overall efﬁciencies. A 2D planar antenna based
on a lumped capacitor was considered using two L-shape
“arms” being connected to the ﬁnite PEC ground plane and
separated by a distance determined by the physical length of the
lumped element capacitor. The width, length, and height of the
L-shaped “arm” and the rectangular semiloop antenna were
found to be (10, 35.75, 36.8 mm) and (10.4, 32, 6 mm) at 450
MHz, respectively. We used the MuRata high-Q MLCC,
GJM1555C1H1R5JB01D, lumped element capacitor with a 1.5
pF capacitance for the designs and the experiments. Measured
reﬂection coefﬁcients showed a very good agreement with the
simulated data and a detailed summary of these results will be
reported elsewhere.
3. CONCLUSIONS

This research work reduces the earlier proposed three-dimensional EZ antenna system to a two-dimensional planar antenna
design using a planar interdigitated CLL element. A 2D EZ
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Figure 3 (a) HFSS predicted far-ﬁeld E- and H-ﬁeld patterns, and (b) the
surface current vectors on the interdigitated CLL element, obtained for
Design 3 at the resonant frequency: 430.42 MHz. [Color ﬁgure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.
com]
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ABSTRACT: Characteristics of a single-layer, multi-frequency microstrip patch antenna, which uses a Sinc shaped microstrip patch conﬁguration, are studied. This antenna is capable of providing good impedance matching at all frequencies without tuning the feed position and
other design parameters. A parametric study is conducted using commercial software IE3D, based on method of moments (MoM) algorithm.
The effects of various antenna parameters on resonant frequencies of
the antenna are analyzed and discussed. Similar radiation patterns are
obtained at three resonant frequencies. A prototype with dimensions
based on the simulations is built and tested. A comparison between the
measured and simulated results shows good agreement. © 2007 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett 49: 1673–1675, 2007;
Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com).
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Figure 1 Sinc shaped microstrip patch antenna with feed position at 1

The Sinc shaped microstrip patch antenna proposed in this
article operates at three different frequencies. It is fabricated on
cheap dielectric material and offers a compact design suitable for
integrating in mobile devices.
Ideally a multifrequency antenna should exhibit similar performances at all operating frequencies in terms of impedance and
radiation pattern. There are quite a few techniques available currently to achieve multifrequency operation with microstrip antennas. The simplest way to operate a simple rectangular patch at dual
bands is to use the ﬁrst resonance of the two orthogonal dimensions of the rectangular patch, which are the TM100 and TM010
modes [2]. In this case, the frequency ratio is approximately equal
to the ratio between the two orthogonal sides of the patch. Besides,
multiple radiation elements [3] are also used for operation at
multiple bands. Stacked arrangement of parasitic elements [4],
coplanar arrangement of parasitic elements also exhibit multifrequency behavior. Another popular approach is the introduction of
reactive loading to a single patch such as adoption of C-type,
E-type, and H-type patches [5–7] and mounting of slots [8]. The
solution to the need of multifrequency behavior can also be fulﬁlled by applying fractal concepts on microstrip antenna design-

Key words: microstrip antennas; multifrequency antennas; sinc shaped
antennas
1. INTRODUCTION

Modern communication systems, such as, global positioning system, satellite digital audio radio service, wireless local area networks, and wireless personal area networks usually require antennas with compactness and low cost. They often require multiband
operation and the requirement is obvious when the same antenna is
required to support multiple applications. In addition, the multitude of different standards in cell phones and other personal
mobile devices also require multi-band antennas. Therefore, the
use of the same antenna for a number of different purposes,
preferably in different frequencies is highly desirable.
Microstrip patch antennas [1] are very popular in wireless
communication system applications. They offer an attractive way
to integrate the RF front end of the system with its antenna and
achieve a low proﬁle, low weight, easy to fabricate, and low cost
solution.
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Figure 2
operation

Simulated return loss characteristics showing multifrequency
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